
Spires Connect Launched: Revolutionising
Growth for Tutoring Agencies

London, United Kingdom – Spires Online Tutors, the world-renowned marketplace for

professional tutoring, has unveiled Spires Connect, a game-changing white label solution. Since

its inception in 2014 by visionary Oxbridge graduates, Spires has been a leader in the online

tutoring market, providing access to high-quality education across the globe. Today, it takes a

giant leap forward with Spires Connect, aimed at transforming the operational efficiency and

brand expansion of tutoring agencies.

Spires Connect is designed to revolutionise the online tutoring industry, offering agencies a

seamless route to scale their services and enhance client retention significantly. By integrating

with Spires’ robust API, agencies can offer a bespoke version of the Spires platform, and offer

their clients the chance to find a tutor that fits their needs from a network of over 1000 top-tier

tutors experts in more than 400 academic subjects. This innovation enables agencies to support

their growth ambitions while maintaining high standards of educational excellence.

Challenges in the Tutoring Industry: A White Label Solution

Tutoring agencies, and every freelance online tutor, often grapple with challenges like addressing

niche subject demands, managing short-term tutoring requests, and optimising tutor allocation.

These challenges can lead to reduced revenue and client dissatisfaction. Spires Connect

addresses these issues head-on by allowing agencies to host a sophisticated tutoring

marketplace under their brand, eliminating administrative burdens and enhancing the teaching

focus for tutors.

Spires Connect provides a dynamic solution to the varied and evolving educational landscape,

where the demand for specialised subjects and personalised learning paths is on the rise. By

integrating Spires Connect, agencies can swiftly adapt to market changes, offering a diverse

range of subjects and specialised tutors, thereby not only meeting but exceeding client

expectations.

This adaptability ensures that agencies remain competitive and relevant, securing their position

as leaders in the tutoring industry. Through this white-label solution, Spires empowers agencies

to deliver a seamless and enriched educational experience, fostering loyalty and trust among

their clientele.

The Technological Edge and Operational Benefits of Spires Connect

Spires Connect comes with the promise of technology-driven scalability, offering features like a

comprehensive tutor network, custom branding, and an operational model that reduces

administrative overhead. This empowers tutoring agencies to broaden their service offerings and

achieve revenue growth without the need for heavy investment in technology or recruitment.

Dr. Karol Pysniak, Spires Co-Founder and CTO, comments on the initiative: “Spires Connect



places us at the forefront of creating an interconnected and efficient tutoring ecosystem. Our

white-label solution enables tutoring businesses to utilise our technological prowess and

extensive tutor network, enhancing their operational capacity and market reach.”

Market Expansion and Educational Impact

Spires Connect doesn’t just solve operational inefficiencies; it also expands the market reach of

tutoring agencies. By leveraging Spires’ comprehensive platform, agencies gain access to a

broader pool of experts, thereby enhancing their service spectrum and meeting the diverse

needs of clients more effectively.

Dr. Leo Evans, Spires Founder and CEO, shares his vision: “Launching Spires Connect marks a

significant milestone in our journey to redefine the tutoring landscape. This tool signifies our

commitment to driving innovation and excellence, providing our partners with the means to

thrive in a competitive market and make high-quality education universally accessible.”

Spires Online Tutors, through Spires Connect, offers a transformative solution for tutoring

agencies looking to scale operations, diversify service offerings, and achieve sustainable growth.

With the backing of Spires’ innovative technology and comprehensive support, agencies are well-

equipped to navigate the evolving educational landscape and deliver exceptional value to their

clients.

Spires: Pioneering Online Tutoring Excellence

Spires, established in 2014 by innovative Oxbridge graduates, has been a trailblazer in the online

tutoring industry. As the world’s inaugural online tutoring marketplace, it has set a precedent for

quality and accessibility in education. Spires has democratised learning by connecting students

with professional tutors from top universities globally, covering an extensive range of over 400

academic subjects. This high-tech platform provides a seamless user experience, allowing

students to schedule, pay for, and attend online classes effortlessly, bridging the gap between

educational needs and high-quality tutoring.

Spires’ success is underpinned by impressive statistics and a steadfast commitment to

educational excellence. With a rigorous selection process, only 4% of applying tutors are

accepted onto the platform, ensuring that students receive instruction from highly qualified and

experienced educators. This commitment to quality is reflected in the student outcomes;

according to a 2023 survey, 81% of Spires students improved their grades, with an average class

rating of 4.97/5 across 100,000+ sessions. This exceptional level of satisfaction places Spires

among the top-rated tutoring companies on Trustpilot, with a score of 4.7/5 from over 900

reviews.

The platform’s success is also evident in its global reach and financial turnover. Last year alone,

Spires handled 30,000 tutor requests, with 45% originating from outside the UK. This

international demand has facilitated educational connections between 1000 tutors and 9000

students across 120 countries, processing £6 million in BEIS-compliant payments. Such

achievements highlight Spires’ significant impact on the global tutoring market, underscoring its

role in not only advancing personal educational goals but also in fostering a worldwide learning

community.
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Spires is a marketplace that lets you find professional tutors to suit your budget. Have, record

and pay for classes online.

Contact Spires Online Tutors

60 Sheffield Terrace

London

W8 7NA

United Kingdom

020 7846 0126

Website: https://spires.co/
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